Communications outputs and activities

- **Blog**: Bonn climate talks: All farmers should have access to insurance against extreme weather
- **Video**: Scaling up agricultural adaptation through insurance
- **Info note**: Prospects for scaling up the contribution of index insurance to smallholder adaptation to climate risk
- **Op-ed** in zilient.org by Olga Speckhardt (Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable Agriculture): Broad shoulders for smallholders: Why vulnerable farmers need insurance
- **Op-ed** in the Financial Times by Ishmael Sunga (SACAU): Farmers need insurance that is fit for purpose (Subscribe to read)
- **Presentations** on Slideshare
Scaling Up Agricultural Adaptation through Insurance:
Bringing together insurance, big data and agricultural innovation
14 May 2017 Bonn, Germany

Some photos from the event:

See more photos on Flickr
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Twitter highlights:

"Insurance improves climate adaptation at different stages of risk management leading to a virtuous cycle of resilience" A Detken @KfW #SB46

Ishmael Sunga @sacau_media at #SB46: awareness raising & farmer education are key starting points to wide scale up of insurance by farmers

Farmers think insurance is a risky decision. We need to find a way to communicate to farmers what index insurance is #SB46 @acreafrica

Agricultural research community can help develop tools to integrate the data from different sources #BigData @IFPRI #SB46 #agriinsurance

See more tweets from @CGIARClimate and @BCampbell_CGIAR